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Welcome to Bangalore the most hospitable city! 

  

Perched 1000 meters atop the Deccan Plateau, Bangalore is one of the most popular 

cosmopolitan cities in India.  It has dubious distinction of being the tenth fastest growing city 

in the world with a population of 6.5 million. 

 

Bangalore is the capital city of the state of Karnataka. Popularly called the “Garden City of 

India”, apart from tree lined roads and houses, Bangalore has two major gardens laid out 

within the city limits. Lalbagh which is a botanical garden and Cubbon Park, which is in the 

heart of the city providing great lung space and beauty.  

 

Purchasing power is visible, best of malls, multiplexes, the multi cuisine and specialty 

restaurants dot the city. Not missing the famous pubs, Bangalore has come to be known as 

Pub City today. 

 

Destination Bangalore for IT, from silken valley to silicon valley, it is now called the IT capital 

of India, the famous Singapore Technology Park Ltd. Bangalore certainly takes pride in housing 

Infosys, Wipro, Mind Tree, Volvo, Toyota, Biocon and the likes. 

 

There is so much more, come and get Bangalored… once you set your foot you will be 

smitten for sure. 

 

 

Useful Tips while visiting Bangalore 

 

1. Starting May’08, the brand new Benguluru International Airport has commenced its 
operations. So be prepared to experience a long drive back to the city (1 – 2 hrs). You 

could either hop onto the A/c volvo buses which are the cheapest and most convenient 

means to reach the city or take pre-paid cabs (Meeru Cabs or Easy Cabs) 

 

2. Transportation 
a. City Taxi’s or call taxi’s (Spot City Taxi – 2551000, Raj - 23437777) will charge 

Rs.35 for first four kilimetres and Rs.12 for every additional kilometer.  

b. A cheaper option of getting around the city is autos which charge Rs 14 for first 
2km and Rs.7 for every kilometer thereafter. They tend to cheat a bit if you look 

like an outsider. Hence do not accept to ride on them if the meter is not 

switched on. Additional 50% charges after 10pm. 

c. You can also opt for Private cabs which run on a minimum 4 hr & 40kms rental 
basis 

d. Public buses are the cheapest and most reliable mode of getting around the city 
but crowded mostly. If you are keen on experiencing this service, pls opt for the 

new Volvo Aircon buses which are bright red in color and cover most of the 

major parts of the city. 

 

3. Beware of pickpockets as they may try to distract you and elop with your mobile phone 
or luggage. Never handover your documents & passports to anyone either for security 

or as a deposit and always remember lock your valuables when you are not around in 

your room. 

 

4. Forex centers are available at all prominent shopping areas like Brigade Rd, Commercial 
Street, MG Road to name a few. Most of the outlets be it shopping centers or 

restaurants accept all Visa and Mastercards. The exchange rate as of April’08 is Rs 40 

per USD. 
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5. Grab a city map (Rs 50/-) if you are comfortable with directions and explore on your 
own. Don’t forget to ask for help incase you get lost. 

 

6. You can take a one day city tour with KSTDC (Booking office at Corporation Circle - 
http://www.kstdc.nic.in/) which will take you around to the popular hotspots, temples 

and old monuments with a break for lunch. This is priced from Rs 150 (Non A/c) to Rs 

300 (A/c). You could also rent a private cab and visit select locations mentioned below. 

 

7. Bangalore is popular for its weather and is known as the air conditioned city. Summers 
are very short (April & May) and rest of the year, temperature varies from 18 to 24 

degrees Celsius 

 

8. The city is a foodie’s delight with all types of cuisine to suit various taste buds. Keep an 
eye open for the special Masala Dosa, Iddly & Vadas 

 

9. The city’s night life is quite happening with popular hotspots like Taika (MG Rd), HINT 
(Central Mall), Sutra (Grand Ashok Hotel), Fuga (Castle Street), ICE (Taj Residency), 

Athenas (Leela Palace) to name a few. Kindly note that clubs and restaurants close at 

11.30pm. So head out early to relax and enjoy 

 

10. Bangalore is close to many famous tourist attractions like Mysore, Coorg, Bandipur Wild 
life sanctuary, Pondicherry etc. You can book train and KSRTC Bus tickets online or at 

any of the various booking counters nearby. For train tickets log on to www.irctc.co.in 

or call 139 and www.ksrtc.in for bus timings & bookings 

 

11. Bangalore has 3 large mobile GSM service operators (Airtel, Vodafone, Spice) and 3 
CDMA operators (Reliance, Tata Tele & Virgin) along with a state owned company called 

BSNL. Prepaid phone cards are available at every corner but require address and photo 

ID proof for activation. 

 

12. Some important helpline numbers 
a. Police Control Room – 100 
b. Fire – 101  
c. Ambulance – 102, 1062, 1066 
d. City Info Services – 23333333, 22222222 
 

13. Important Airline contact numbers 
a. Indian Airlines - 140,141, 22211914 
b. Jet Airways - 225221929 
c. Sahara Airlines - 25223286 
d. Deccan Airways - 25250429 
e. Air India - 22277747 
f. Air France - 25589397 

g. Australian Airways - 25585394  
h. Lufthansa-25588791 
 

14.  Check out the virtual map of the city at in.maps.yahoo.com with ATM locations, 
distance grids, restaurants and many more 
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SIGHTS & ATTRACTIONS 

The number of attractions that Bangalore has to offer is truly fascinating. Impressive buildings, 

exotic temples and palaces are among the many landmarks of the city. There are several 

places that are surely worth visiting when spending some time in Bangalore.  

 

• Vidhana Soudha is the House of the State of Karnataka and was built in neo-Dravidian 

style in 1956. It is one of the most modern style impressive buildings not only in 

Bangalore but in the whole country and a must-see tourist attraction. More info on: 

http://www.kar.nic.in/kla/vds.htm 

 

• The Lal Bagh Glass House is one of the most romantic gardens in India that was built 

by Tipu Sultan during the 18th century. The garden is meticulously taken care of and it 

represents the essence of romance with its lotus ponds, fountains, glass houses and 

stone structures. More info on: http://www.answers.com/topic/lal-bagh 

 

• Bull Temple is a Dravidian style temple that, according to the legend, was built in 

order to appease a local bull that used to steal the crops. The temple houses a 

monolithic statue of the sitting bull that was there long before the temple was 

constructed 

 

• The Iskcon Temple: the International Society for Krishna Consciousness Temple 

Complex is a fascinating building, incorporating the Dravidian and modern style 

architecture in its design. It was built to promote spiritual learning and cultural 

harmony. There is an annual Krishna and Balarama Rath Yatra that is attended by the 

natives 

 

• Tipu Sultan's Palace is the sultan's summer palace that dates back to 1790. There are 

also remains of the Palace's fort that presents the times of its construction. The whole 

design of the palace, made predominantly of wood and finely embellished balconies, 

gives a general idea of the previous lifestyle of its owners 

 

• Bangalore Castle was constructed in 1887 by Maharajahs of Mysore, inspired by the 

Windsor Castle in London, in Tudor style architecture. Its 800 acres territory is spread 

in the middle of the city and is one of the most visited tourist attractions in Bangalore. 

More info on: 

http://www.bangalorebest.com/discoverbangalore/sightseeing/banglaorepalace.asp 

 

 


